118                               PHYSICS OF THE AIR
This nomogram should be used in conjunction with the surface distribution of pressure only in the absence of local disturbances, thunderstorms, squalls, etc., or strong horizontal temperature gradients; where the pressure gradient is well defined—isobars smooth, and for elevations between, roughly, 500 and 2000 meters.
Automatic Adjustment of Winds in Direction and Velocity.—In discussing the more extensive winds it is convenient to consider the earth as stationary and the air as moving over it without friction under the influence of three distinct horizontal forces: (1) the deflective force, due to the earth's rotation; (2) the horizontal component of the centrifugal force, due to the curvature of the path; and (3) the horizontal or gradient pressure, due to gravity. The first two are at right angles to the course of the wind and therefore help to control its direction, but do not alter its speed. The latter, however—that is, the gradient pressure—affects
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FIG. 39.—Deflection and path of winds in frictionless flow under n force of constant magnitude and constant geographic direction.
both the direction and the speed. Furthermore, as the velocity depends upon the horizontal pressure alone, and as the other forces depend in turn upon the velocity, and are zero when it is zero, it follows that of the three forces only the gradient pressure is independently variable.
Consider, then, the result of applying a horizontal pressure p of constant magnitude and constant geographic direction to a small mass m of air, free, as above assumed, from friction: Let m (Fig. 39) be the mass in question initially at rest with reference to the surface of the earth, and let it be acted on by the force p, exactly poleward, say. Immediately the mass moves, under the applied pressure p, the deflective force d becomes operative, thus curving the path (to the right in the northern hemisphere, to the left in the southern) and introducing the centrifugal force c. So long, however, as the angle between the path and the force p is less than 90° there still will be a component of the latter in the line of motion; accordingly the speed of m will continue to increase, and therefore also the deflective force d. If this angle should exceed 90°, the force p would have a component opposite to the direction of motion,

